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I once went to an artist’s studio in Chinatown in Los Angeles some years 

back after we had a few drinks at a popular local bar. As a rule, I never 

tell another artist what to do, but in this case I had to say something to 

this artist. What happened leading up to that, which I am going to tell 

you here, is that he started to show me a larger number of  abstract paint-

ings. These paintings were well considered and proportioned, taking into 

consideration the play of  color in different sections of  the canvas. You 

could see the expressionistic brushstrokes and a methodical thought proc-

ess, all there in front of  my eyes. The jagged shapes seemed like they just 

plopped up one on top of  the next, naturally. They were very painterly. 

But something else struck me, something else deep down inside, as I was 

sitting there listening to his sneakers brush on the cement studio floor as 

he shuffled to and from his storage rack.  Why would I want to look at 

these images for any other reason except that he and I were here now, in 

this room, having just come from the bar. This thought struck me, and 

has stayed with me ever since. Why was I looking at these? I couldn’t just 

nod, and mutter ‘humm, humm’ looking at the pictures any longer. I had 

to say something. What was flipping through my head was that I am a 

human being, here in this world. That I fall in love, I get sick, have held a 

friend’s hands as he died slowly in hospital, have had friends fall into pros-

titution, have friends slip into depression, have myself  battled with de-

pression. I have been in the emergency room at the hospital in too much 

pain to leave the check in the window. I have had cancer removed from 

by body while the doctor played club music, which was stuck on a track 

whose main lyric was the word ‘fuck’ sung over and over. I have a large 

collection of  absurdist literature. I have told dirty jokes, have lived on a 
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nicate that with paint and pencil seemed so exciting and so different 

than other work produced in this city. I look at a lot of  art, and most 

of  the time I don’t have this feeling, or notion. Someone once told me 

that what artists do is edit away all the other stuff, pulling back the ve-

neers to show something that is down there, some urge or imagination 

that is so dark, so sad, so pathetic, so true, that it is hard to see. Or we 

don’t want to see. Or maybe we’re too lazy to see. Or maybe we’re too 

busy to see. Or maybe we’re too distracted to see. Or maybe we’re too 

educated to see. I don’t know? Maybe this is what a role of  an artist is 

to show us these things. 

Another man, a Shakespeare Scholar at the university of  Michigan, 

told me, that Shakespeare had antennae of  sorts, antennae that were 

acutely attuned to people and the way they work and the way they want 

and desire. It was this ability, these antennae, according to this scholar, 

that allowed him to make such intricate and vibrantly true plays, which, 

anecdotally, almost never end happily. And these plays have survived for 

hundreds of  years. They probably survived for so long that they tell us 

something about our human experience, how it doesn’t end well, how 

it’s complicated, duplicitous, hilarious and sad. I thought, when I first 

saw Gerald’s images, that this artist was actually doing some work, that 

he was actually showing us something with his art. 

One of  my favorite pencil works is the drawing Sept 11, 2001 (fig. 1) 

which illustrates one of  the formal strategies which is so strong and 

articulate in his work. In this triptych there are three views of  the 

attacks on the World Trade Center in New York. In the first image 

farm dancing naked in rivers with 18 year-old Dutch ballerina. I have 

lived on a commune swimming in the nude at night, running like a gorilla 

in the rain. I have recorded myself  facing the TV to tape my own reac-

tion to the OJ Simpson trial to 

see if  I was racist or not. I said 

to this artist: you know that 

the cruel hand of  history is 

just waiting out there, just out-

side that studio door, which I 

pointed to, waiting to crush 

your work out of  existence 

once you, the artist, are not 

there promoting your work, 

once that you are not there, 

as a living being, saying that 

this work is art, that this work 

is what you think it is like to 

be an artist living here today. 

We were both kind of  drunk, it was late, it was summer. I don’t think he 

probably remembers me saying anything of  the sort.

I do remember clearly that day when I saw my first exhibition of  Ger-

ald’s art, and more importantly I can remember the thrill I felt, know-

ing that I was seeing images which were so unlike any other artworks 

that were being made in Los Angeles. That these images were made 

by a person who has some distinct point of  view and is able to commu-

fig. 1

Francisco de Goya
Caprichos
Plate 77
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this cement, Gerald’s cement, also looks like an oozy flesh, each 

brush stroke pulling and pushing the viewer closer, and yet further 

to this putrid scene. There are a few objects (a Coors light beer can, 

a crushed beer can already consumed, a nail holding up the scarf, 

and two hands) which are more rendered pulling our eye towards 

them, grounding us in a real scene, before some other gestures in 

paint pull us back into this abstract scene of  putrid death. In talk-

ing with Gerald in his studio about this body of  paintings he has 

said that he finds things in the images as he works, that the image 

reveals itself  to him in his process. I believe that this too is true for 

any other viewer of  the paintings, not just Gerald. Take for instance 

the painting Battle Tree (page 83). Again there seems to be a central 

scene in the frame, hewn out of  moldy sweaty rock. It is fluid, mov-

ing, three dimensional, with layers upon layers of  images and brush-

strokes.  At first it is read as pure abstraction, a messy swirly blob 

of  profound gray green, but for a heavy sledge hammer, leaning up 

against the this sculpture like mass at the bottom of  the frame. But 

with a few more seconds of  looking small moments of  color and 

contrast, highlights and shadows, catch your eye and pull you into 

this scene revealing that in that dark mess you first noticed is actu-

ally a human figure laying down, or perhaps dead, protruding from 

the central form. Then you start to see other shapes, loosely ren-

dered, a sword, stuck in this plinth, a man with palm outstretched 

as if  asking for forgiveness, more bodies naked and skinny, leaves, all 

tangled.  This is a scene of  struggle, fighting, forgiveness and death, 

hidden in the voluptuous curves of  this still life.  

we see the point of  view inside a porn store, racks filled with glossy 

boob and butt magazines, rows of  different styles of  dildos, and a 

TV monitor showing the exploding world trade center tower. he 

flattens this disaster into a mediated event on TV, like possibly any 

other hollywood action movie. This shot of  disaster is in the same 

picture as the super seductive nudies created by the porn industry, 

also headquartered in Los Angeles. Then in the next two pictures in 

the triptych Gerald creates scenes from his imagination, showing us 

what it might have looked like inside the World Trade Center at the 

moment of  impact. he takes us to that horrible moment which the 

hours and hours of  news coverage and reportage could not do, tak-

ing us to a place just before death, making this invisible, visible. This 

imaginative work captures the very personal location, a porn store, 

where the artist was when this traumatic event happened, and melds 

that to the very moment before death in the offices of  the World 

Trade Centers which he, and so many other people have imagined.

 

And like the drawing Sept 11, 2001 many of  Gerald’s paintings take 

us to scenes of  death, passion, destitution and desire, but hedge for 

a more abstract picture than the highly rendered drawings. Take for 

instance the painting Boy With Basket (page 85). In this large image 

we see shapes that point at something familiar, a body, a cactus, a 

lacy patterned scarf  that appears to be wrapped around his throat. 

The boy is sitting hunched over on something that looks like it might 

be an altar, or a workspace where the wrought boy is toiling. This 

scene appears like a sculpture, a moment chiseled in cement, but 
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to the dead, and also the living, who have to look at the image. Death in 

Gerald’s world hit all economic classes. In one of  the final images from 

the catalogue Wealthy Couple (page 71) we see a picture of  a couple that 

looks like Ponzi scheme maven Bernie Madoff  and his wife, Ruth, who 

have hung themselves in a well appointed apartment. Again Gerald has 

taken us to those first milliseconds just after death, his interests so close to 

that moment when life ceases, and death triumphs. We know this from 

this image because the hands of  the husband wife, are just falling apart 

from the clasp which we assume they kept as they struggled for their last 

breaths of  air, two of  the greatest villains who robbed billions from the 

power elite of  the united States, still clinging to love, just before death, 

showing them has human and real.

Another testament to the struggle, or blotch that is our experience can 

be read in the first drawing of  this catalogue The Birthmark (page 75). We 

see a child suckling on her mother’s breast. The naked breast is glowing. 

This is where the hope is, where pleasure is, where the life is transferred. 

The mother is looking downward not at her suckling child, but at the 

birthmark on the child, a blemish that comes through birth, a blemish, 

that perhaps is birth, that is perhaps our human existence. The scene of  

mother with child, one familiar to art history, is not located in a photo 

studio, like Cathie Opie or out in the majesty of  nature like so many im-

ages from art history, but in what appears to be a basement, or 60’s style 

house that has not been updated, this communicated by the wood pan-

eling (similar to the kind I had in my childhood home) and the plaid wool 

couch, the kind you often see out on the street, or in a garage sale, or in 

the thrift store. This sofa, where our scene is located, is one that is kicked 

around on the outside of  mainstream commerce and design. Again in 

another drawing P.T.S.D. Suicide, Somerset, PA (page 73) we see a war vet 

from the Afghanistan War who has evidently had unsuccessful psycho-

logical treatment for his post war anxiety/disorder having come up with 

his own solution to the post traumatic stress of  war, that is, death. The 

veteran is about Gerald’s age, and with a similar physique, similar dress, 

with a bullet through his head, hand still clasping the hot gun. Gerald 

too is from the same state as the vet. We have just arrived at this moment 

of  death, and this death is so humiliating that we can see the bottoms of  

the veteran’s feet. In his last moment of  shame and weakness, Gerald 

makes it worse.  The Apache Indians would head out to the battlefield 

and pull the shoes off  of  the dead enemies as another act of  humiliation, 

fig. 2

Francisco de Goya
Disasters of  War
Plate 36
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I am not an expert in art history but I do know that usually what 

I like in art is when you see a person’s struggle with our time here, 

and there is a depiction of  our time and place where something is 

happening, rather than an abstract arrangement in with color and 

form that is supposed to represent those experiences. I know that 

this model exists in art history, this model of  an artist depicting 

what is happening in the artist’s life and world around him; a life of  

pleasure, of  suffering, of  death, of  sensuality. I know this not from 

art history in a book, but from my first visit to the Prado Museum 

seeing Goya’s disasters of  war series (fig. 2), capricios series (fig. 1), 

and numerous paintings there. They resonated the power and hor-

ror of  life during the artists time, and showed me what his mind 

may have looked like, in pictures, a mind that was struggling with 

the world. The paintings, which coincidentally, are some of  Ger-

ald’s favorites, are always there in the back of  my mind when I look 

or make art. I am not going to compare Gerald’s images to Goya’s 

but I am going to say that when I stand in front of  an image of  

Gerald’s I do see some singular rendition of  the horror and sadness 

and beauty, and utter destruction and desire that exists in his mind, 

frozen, for me, for him, so that I can more clearly see my place in 

the world, if  not only for a minute or two. 

This is something for history, our history.

Paintings and drawings
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CAT. 1

Der Wichser (White)
Oil on canvas
101 x 75 inches / 264 x 198 cm
2007
Private Collection
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CAT. 2

Der Wichser (diptych)
Prismacolor on paper
50 x 38 inches (each panel) / 127 x 97 cm 
2007
Private Collection
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CAT. 3

Der Wichser (Blue)
Oil on canvas
79 x 55 inches / 200 x 140 cm
2007
Private Collection
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CAT. 4

Leaf  House
Oil on canvas
103 x 79 inches / 261 x 200 cm
2007
Saatchi Collection
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CAT. 5

D.C. Sniper
Prismacolor on paper
50 x 38 inches / 127 x 97 cm
2007
Whitney Museum
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CAT. 6

Peter’s note
Prismacolor on paper
50 x 38 inches / 127 x 97 cm
2007
Private Collection
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CAT. 7

Community Action
Oil on canvas
84 x 65 inches / 213 x 165 cm
2008
Private Collection
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CAT. 8

Terrence
Oil on canvas
77 x 60 inches / 196 x 153 cm
2008
Private Collection
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CAT. 9

The Man in the Traffic Light
Oil on canvas
84 x 65 inches / 213 x 165 cm
2008-2009
Private Collection
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CAT. 10

Venice Beach
Oil on canvas
84 x 65 inches / 213 x 165 cm
2008-2009
Private Collection
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CAT. 11

The Sleepover
Oil on canvas
104 x 78 inches / 264 x 198 cm
2008-2009
Private Collection
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CAT. 12

The Dollmaker
Oil on canvas
84 x 65 inches / 213 x 165 cm
2008-2009
Private Collection
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CAT. 13

Sept. 2001 (triptych)
Prismacolor on paper
50 x 38 inches (each panel) / 127 x 97 cm 
2008-2009
Private Collection
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CAT. 14

The Smell (diptych)
Prismacolor on paper
24 x 18 inches (each panel) / 61 x 46 cm
2010
Private Collection
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CAT. 15

Actress
Prismacolor on paper
22 x 17 inches / 56 x 43 cm
2010
Private Collection

CAT. 16

The Switch
Prismacolor on paper
30 x 22 inches / 76 x 56 cm
2010
Private Collection
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CAT. 17

The Proposal (diptych)
Prismacolor on paper
22 x 17 inches (each panel) / 56 x 43 cm

2010
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CAT. 18

Baby Worries
Prismacolor on paper 
30 x 22 inches / 76 x 56 cm
2010

CAT. 19

Marry Someone Famous
Prismacolor on paper
50 x 38 inches / 127 x 97 cm
2010
Private Collection
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CAT. 20

The Kitchen (diptych)
Prismacolor on paper
22 x 17 inches (each panel) / 56 x 43 cm
2010
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CAT. 21

Conrad Then and Now (triptych)
Prismacolor on paper
22 x 17 inches (each panel) / 56 x 43 cm
2010
Private Collection
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CAT. 22

Double fantasy (diptych)
Prismacolor on paper
17 x 22 inches - 22 x 17 inches / 43 x 56 cm - 56 x 43 cm
2010
Private Collection
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CAT. 23

Marry Someone Famous
Oil on canvas
77 x 60 inches / 196 x 153 cm
2010
Private Collection
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CAT. 24

Dancing Girl  1
Oil on canvas
79 x 53 inches / 200 x 135 cm
2010

CAT. 25

Dancing Girl  2
Oil on canvas
79 x 53 inches / 200 x 135 cm
2010
Private Collection
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CAT. 26

The Switch
Oil on canvas
84 x 65 inches / 214 x 165 cm
2010
Private Collection
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CAT. 27

The Worry Vase
Oil on canvas
79 x 55 inches / 200 x 140 cm
2011
Private Collection
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CAT. 28

Tulips (for Jeni)
Oil on canvas
78 x 53 inches / 198 x 135 cm
2011
Private Collection
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CAT. 29

Heartache Vase
Oil on canvas
79 x 55 inches / 200 x 140 cm
2011
Private Collection
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CAT. 30

Dancing Couple
Oil on canvas
79 x 60 inches / 200 x 152 cm
2011
Private Collection
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CAT. 32

Wild Girl
Prismacolor on paper
50 x 38 inches / 127 x 97 cm
2012

CAT. 31

Wealthy Couple
Prismacolor on paper
50 x 38 inches / 127 x 97 cm
2011
Private Collection
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CAT. 33

Bonnie
Prismacolor on paper
30 x 24 inches / 76 x 61 cm
2012
Private Collection

CAT. 34

P.T.S.D. Suicide, Somerset, PA
Prismacolor on paper
50 x 38 inches / 127 x 97 cm
2012
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CAT. 36

The Birthmark
Prismacolor on paper
50 x 38 inches / 127 x 97 cm
2012

CAT. 35

Codependent Couple
Prismacolor on paper
50 x 38 inches / 127 x 97 cm
2012
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CAT. 37

Pieta
Oil on canvas
79 x 62 inches / 200 x 158 cm
2012
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CAT. 38

Reverse Spoon 
Oil on canvas
79 x 52 inches / 200 x 132 cm
2012
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CAT. 39

Totem with 13 Candles
Oil on canvas
79 x 60 inches / 200 x 152 cm
2012
Private Collection
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CAT. 40

Battle Tree
Oil on canvas
101 x 75 inches / 264 x 198 cm
2012
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CAT. 41

Boy With Basket
Oil on canvas
79 x 62 inches / 200 x 158 cm
2012
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CAT. 42

The Drinker
Oil on canvas
79 x 55 inches / 200 x 140 cm
2012
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